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Declaration of arbroath print

The Arbroath Manifesto was drafted on 6 April 1320, a day that the United States declared Tartan Day, and like the Declaration of Independence of the United States is considered by many to be the founding document of the Nation of Scotland. 'It is in truth less for glory, nor for the wealth, nor the honor that we are
fighting, but for freedom - for that alone, without honest men giving up but with their own lives. Excerpted from the Arbroath Declaration, 1320. A limited edition - laser print Fine Art Metallic print! Certified by three-dimensional certificate. Each version is limited to 700 copies - Choose your special number! - Or simply set
the lowest number available. Quick View Gallery Countdown to April 6, 2020 - the 700th anniversary of the Arbroath Declaration - has begun... and the quick approach of this important day in Scottish history! Arbroath's statement shines like gold leaf! ... in the exclusive series of fine art commemorating limited edition
metal prints. With the famous excerpt from the Arbroath Manifesto: as long as a hundred of us are still alive, we will never in any condition be subject to British leadership. It is in truth less for glory, nor for wealth, nor to glorify that we are fighting, but for freedom alone, without honest men giving up but with their own lives.
Posted in three optional variations (... and offered in a free mount and black wooden frame): BLACK ONYXThe Statement of Arbroath is stunning in the setting of this black jet onyx panel (and is the most contrasting piece of the three variant versions). Mounted with a black metal-free slate mount, and framed in a classic
wooden frame (painted with black satin finish). PEWTERClick is here to see Pewter PEARLClick here to see Pearl With each variant published in three version sizes: Each edition is strictly limited to 700 certified copies! Choose your preferred size framed print... - SMALL (75% Scale) £275730mm W x 815mm H29 W x
32 H700 copies - - -MEDIUM (85% Scale) £385800mm W x 900mm H31.5 W x 35.4 H700 copies - - -LARGE (1:1 Scale/Life-Size)£495900mm W x 1010mm H35.5 W x 40 H700 copy - See the gallery below for more detailed images in the Black Onyx version - and choose your preferred print size when adding to the
cart: 1 / Size Comparison 2 / Black Onyx Reveal (unframed) 3 / Framed art pieces 4 / 5 dimensional three-dimensional certificates / Simply Gold Gallery 6 / English and Latin translation Note - To best present your statement about Arbroath gold metal print considering your location and lighting when showing.
Photography of the pieces on my site (take my picture!) was done with light control - - at my home studio in Arbroath, and the pictures taken are simply stunning. ABOUT THE EDITIONS: Created by Steven Patrick Sim, the Tartan Artisan... the Arbroath's gold metal print edition is a series of exclusive cromogenic digital
prints. Produced on the latest generation C-Type Chromira Light-jet printer. Each reflective ball print is produced using a laser or LED light process (with RGB Light-Emitting Diodes). A digital image is exposed to KODAK PROFESSIONAL ENDURA - Premier Metallic Paper. Coated with three layers of light-sensitive
SILVER HALIDE crystal emulsion (reacts with red, green and blue light). The print was later developed and fixed using ordinary silver-based photographic chemicals. The result is a constantly correct tone photographic image with stunning gold metallic brightness... with the ancient Scottish seals of the Arbroath
Manifesto sparkling like emeralds and emeralds!... an fine art print designed to last for generations. After printing production is professionally dry mounted on a rigid panel using a non-corrosive storage plate of ph neutral adhesives, then slashed before being framed ... leads to a completely flat piece with a pure glossy
finish. A free acid-free mount and black wooden frame enhance the pieces, which are displayed under high quality control glass. The result is superior performance with a reflection of 1% or less and no image distortion. Produced according to the edition size of exactly 700 copies, each certified printout is published in
order of order and validated by the numbered certificate and the hooly image posted. The unique homing ensures the artwork is genuine and appears both on the certificate and on the back of the framed metal print. UPDATE - Order some of your options! Print numbers by default are created in order of a row - However,
you can *NOW* select a specific print number at the time of order (depending on availability). To select a number, please note your preferred number(s) in the Special Instructions box for the seller in the shopping cart. If you decide not to require a specific number, your printout will be published and certified in the lowest
number available. Metal prints with your frame should be displayed in the surroundings with minimal exposure: sunlight, high temperatures, humidity and gas pollutants. Under these favorable conditions, prints are stored for about 100 years in typical home displays. (200 years in dark storage)*.*According to Kodak
product specifications. Each print is provided complete with a 20-page glossy book, with the latest and full official translation of the Arbroath Declaration - in both English and Latin text. Information about each of the remaining 19 seals is also included, as well as a number of other historical events. Certificates and book
collections are provided in a quality black chain and washing machine envelopes to Safe. To see other variant versions - choose either: Pewter - OR - Pearl GLASS &amp; DELIVERY(... and order which one print) : All metal prints will now be produced with high quality control glass only. Acrylic glass is not available.
Orders will be shipped directly from my image framer (Aizle Picture Framing, Balfron by Glasgow, Scotland) ... to the customer's door. The glass equipped on your piece is manufactured with professional reflective control technology. This sometimes creates the 'Saltire Blue' optical effect. This is a natural quality for this
premium glass, which will add a further dimension (and appeal) to your limited edition artwork. Note - Your framed prints will be packed to be shipped directly to your door safely. Although this is unlikely to shatter the glass and damage during shipping rest assured your numbered piece can be re-issued for your
numbered certificate, in a process similar to the numbered coins re-issued by the Royal Mint. The collection will be sorted and an alternative printout resued. Damaged pieces will be destroyed, and only one framed print will be published and released for any number. Packaging and UK shipping to your address (fully
covered) is £15 - extra at checkout. In addition, orders can be collected directly from Aizle Picture Framing (Balfron by Glasgow) without in instaling shipping charges - please contact me to arrange this. If you are ordering more than one statement of Arbroath framed printing, please order each separately as packing and
shipping (for glass pieces) needs to be calculated separately for each print you want to order. If you see an error in your shopping cart - Shipping isn't available for the selected address, please go back to your cart and remove additional prints - i.e. you can only order one printout at a time. For orders outside the UK -
Please ask directly before placing your order about shipping costs and the feasibility of overseas delivery. Please note: Arbroath Gold Metallic Print Editions' statement is made to order, and may take up to 3-4 weeks prior to delivery/availability for collection (less time during off-peak times). Please contact me for the
current waiting time. These metal prints were produced only with permission from National Records of Scotland, Edinburgh (2016). The surviving copy of the document is in keeping the NRS, and all the images of the Arbroath Declaration (including seals), and excerpts are: Crown Copyright, National Profile of Scotland,
SP13/7 Hello, my name is Steven Patrick Sim (Stevie), Tartan Ergono: Tartan® Ers, and I was inspired to create this unique art copy of the Arbroath Manifesto, a Scottish Declaration of Independence that was drafted sealed nearly 7 centuries ago, on April 6, 1320! I also live in Arbroath, and in 2014 (after witnessing the
nation's passionate mood during the run to the referendum on Scottish independence on 18 September of that year, and to see scottish flags everywhere) I was motivated to create the Tartan Declaration designed to honour Scotland's ancient cry for independence. Fabrics can become one of the most iconic tartans of
modern times, and were born from this most precious of Scottish historical documents. Photo BT Drew Porch ©2017 Photo bt Drew Porch ©2017 Arbroath's statement is copyright crown, National Records of Scotland, SP13/7Declaration tartan copyright - Steven Patrick Sim © 2014THE DECLARATION 1320 ® . . . THE
TARTAN depicts two flags of ScotlandSo . . . Then I was inspired by the announcement on 5 July 2016, that Scotland's most precious historical document had been added to UNESCO UK's 'World Memory' register! . . . and the news hit the headlines! How can I mark the occasion? Should I? . . . can it be done? The idea
of the Faxcsimile 3D Statement was concieved! A reproduction of this incredibly detailed and life-like storage quality, only possible with the permission of the Scottish National Record, is a unique limited edition three-dimensional construction, produced using only the best storage pigment ink, papers and embellishments.
Printed in 7-color ink, on 100% cotton-heavy acid-free art paper, this numbered copy of art is guaranteed to become a precious family name that can be passed down to generations to come. The Arbroath copy is manufactured and framed in Scotland, with the reconstruction sealed and presented in a contemporary white
box frame. A significant structure, built as a 3D box with double compartment space for protection and fax storage. The finishing frame is fitted with high-tech museum quality glass that filters harmful UV light and removes most reflections. This allows the light to bask in fax (which floats in the dancing ball casting space)
which adds a stunning realism to the piece! Crown copyright, National Records of Scotland, SP13/7CHOOSE 1080p FOR HIGH QUALITY VIEWINGPrinted in 7 colours of lightfast ink... &amp; celebrate the 7th century of Scotland's ongoing evolution, to the greater freedoms The famous saying includes for, as long as
but a hundred of us are still alive, we will never be in any conditions given under British rule. It is in truth not for glory, nor for wealth, nor to glorify that we are fighting, but for freedom – for that alone, without honest men giving up but with their own lives. VERSION SIZE Statement of arbroath 3D fax is being produced in



two versions: 100 - SIZE LIFE numbered and certified copy at 100% the size of the document Historical Statement 31 W x 33H (size external / approximate) 20 W x 23H (the size of actual copies) And 1,320 - SMALLER LIFE numbered and certified miniature copies at 85% the size of the 27.5 W x 29H Historic Statement
document (external frame size/approximation) 27.5 W x 29H (external frame size/approximation) 27.5 W x 29H (external frame size/approximation) 27.5 W x 29H 1 7.5W x 19H (the size of the actual copy) IS NOW AVAILABLE TO PRE-ORDER The number in both versions is pre-ordered on a first-come, first-served
basis, so please get in touch early if you would like to pre-order a number. NOTE: Significant waiting times are likely to apply before they become available. Contact me to timescales. . PLEASE NOTE: 90% OF THE LIFE SIZE VERSION HAS BEEN DECLARED!  ARBROATH's Declaration awarded UNESCO 'MEMORY
OF THE WORLD' STATUS Tuesday, 5 July 2016 The Fax Limited Edition Statement is copied from copies in file at the National Archives of Scotland, which notes: The version of the Statement held by the National Archives of Scotland is a copy of the file.  The original sent to the pope has long been lost.  We can't be
sure that the format of the NAS copy is the same as the lost version. The NAS copy has normal deep folds at the bottom through which the seal tags are threaded.  It is unusual (but not unique) in having multiple seals attached.  There are 39 names (eight earls and thirty m chief stripping) at the top of the document.
Maybe their seal was all to be hooked, but it is too difficult to say now if that happened.  Some seal cards are now short stumps only.  There must be three seals attached, which if all of them survive will make the material difficult to carry and protect without damage.  Above the slot through which the seal card is threaded
is written the name of the seal. As it now exists, there are only 19 seals, and out of those 19 only 12 are named in the document.  Indeed, it is thought that there are likely to be at least 11 more seals than the original 39 that may have been added.
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